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First of all, thank you for your careful guidance of this article. Revision has been 
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Reviewer:  06143819 

The manuscript written by Xichun Zheng et al. observes the effect of precise 

nursing service mode on postoperative urinary incontinence prevention in 

patients with prostate disease. Postoperative urinary incontinence is the 

common complication affecting the quality of life, with a harmful influence on 

patients' bodies and minds. In this study, precise nursing service mode was 

applied to prevent postoperative urinary incontinence in patients with prostate 

disease, and it was found to shorten postoperative exhaust time, the time of 

indwelling catheter and hospitalization time, and the incidence of urinary 

incontinence. Very interesting study. And the manuscript is well written. The 

experiment of the study is designed very well, aims are very clear. Methods are 

reasonable. Data in the tables are very good, and well discussed. Thank you for 

giving opportunity to review your study. 
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I found the manuscript entitled “Effect of precise nursing service mode on 

postoperative urinary incontinence prevention in patients with prostate 



disease” original, very interesting, well-structured and with huge impact on 

real life practice. Precise nursing service mode is a novel nursing mode. In this 

interesting study, the authors found that the precise nursing service mode can 

reduce the incidence of postoperative urinary incontinence in patients with 

prostate disease; thus, it improves postoperative urodynamics and 

rehabilitation, and the patients’ quality of life. Comments/suggestions: 1. Title 

and key words - well chosen. 2-The abstract summarized and reflect the 

described in the manuscript. 3. Introduction contains the most important data 

to support the importance of the study. Some references could be included here. 

4. Material and methods - the paragraphs are generally well structured and 

explained. 5. Results section is well and clearly presented with pertinent 

statistics. 6. Discussion paragraph could be expanded to underline the strength 

of this study and the potential limitations. Also, directions for future research 

could be discussed. 7. Good quality of the Tables. 8. References –appropriate, 

latest and important. However, the format of references should be modified. 
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After receiving the comments, We read the article in detail, modifie the format 

of references. 

 

Thank you again for publishing our manuscript in the World Journal of Clinical 

Cases. 
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